This paper describes experimental and numerical results of the plasma-assisted microfabrication of subwavelength structures by means of point-by point femtosecond laser inscription. It is shown that the spatio-temporal evolution of light and plasma patterns critically depend on input power. Subwavelength inscription corresponds to the supercritical propagation regimes when pulse power is several times self-focusing threshold. Experimental and numerical profiles show quantitative agreement.
INTRODUCTION
Femtosecond (fs) laser inscription is one of the enabling technologies for manufacturing of sophisticated photonic devices. It is quickly becoming one of the mainstream methods for microfabrication of the flexible 3D structures. Nonlinear propagation of the femtosecond laser pulses in gaseous and solid transparent dielectric media is a fundamental physical phenomenon in a wide range of important applications such as laser lidars, laser micromachining (ablation) and microfabrication etc. These applications require very high intensity of the laser field, typically 10 12 -10 15 TW/cm 2 . Such high intensity leads to significant ionization and creation of electron-hole plasma. The presence of plasma results into significant multiphoton and plasma absorption and plasma defocusing. Consequently, the propagation effects appear extremely complex and result from competitive counteraction of the above listed effects and Kerr effect, diffraction and dispersion. It turns out that the strongly nonlinear effects such self-focusing followed by the pulse splitting are essential to determine fine structure of the inscribed patterns. These phenomena feature extremely complex dynamics of both the electromagnetic field and plasma density with different spatio-temporal structures evolving at the same time.
The objective of this paper is to determine conditions for inscription of the smallest possible photonic structures routinely used e.g. in Bragg Gratings (BG). Typically, Bragg gratings are ubiquitous components in many composite devices where wavelength selectivity is ultimately required. Manufacturing of the BGs in bulk material is a challenging technological problem involving 10 nm accurate fabrication of periodic perturbation of refractive index within or in the vicinity of the waveguide. Femtosecond inscription is a unique technology enabling the fabrication of both the wave guide and the grating in the same set up. The major problem is a submicron pitch size for variation of refractive index required for the First Order BG (FOBG) due to diffraction limit. Photonic applications often imply grating period of 535 nm in fused silica to to satisfy the first order Bragg reflection condition for vacuum wavelength of 1550 nm. Such application constraint requires pitch size of refractive index of about 260 nm. In this paper we describe fs fabrication of the periodic structure of 25 mm long with such pitch in fused silica. This pitch size is less than a third of the wavelength of the laser light used (800 nm Ti:Sa laser). This is the smallest reported period for BG manufactured in the bulk of glass sample by means of point-by-point method. We also describe detailed numerical modelling of submicron inscription. It turns out that a submicron regime regime requires a supercritical self focusing to produce small scale plasma filaments. In this paper, we outline the role of plasma created during the course of propagation of the intense femtosecond (fs) laser pulse. To be more specific, the applications of this phenomenon in fs microfabrication used as an example. Direct inscription of the complex microstructures in refractive materials by means of intense femtosecond radiation is one of the novel enabling technologies in modern photonics. This technology implies that pre-focused femtosecond light pulses produce phase transitions and create domains with a modified refractive index. Nonlinear propagation of femtosecond intense laser pulses in dielectrics exhibits a wide range of fascinating phenomena including conical emission, 1 X-waves, 2 self-reconstruction, 3 self-healing 2 light filaments plasma breakdown. 4 Proof of principle experiments of the potential of fs inscription for microfabrication of photonic structures was demonstrated almost a decade ago. 5 It has now become a very promising method of microfabrication. [6] [7] [8] Other interesting applications aim to achieve the longest possible self-guiding filaments to deliver the energy through the bulk of material.
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Self-focusing of the intense laser pulse is a key physical phenomenon leading to a multi-photon ionization at its final stage. In fact the very formation of plasma filaments limits the catastrophic damage due to defocusing and multi-photon absorption. Eventually, the thermalization and recombination of the plasma filament leads to the modification of medium and a distributed profile of refractive index is produced. The dynamics of the light-induced plasma filaments is extremely complex and defined by many factors. It is an extremely fast process evolving at the very fine spatial scales.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
The schematic of the experimental set-up is presented in Figure 1 . It is similar to that used for the point-bypoint experiments ,
10 but a fused silica slide was positioned horizontally to exploit the advantages of the 2D patterning in a transverse geometry. Pulse source comprises the laser system (Spectra Physics), the Spitfire amplifier (Positive Light), and Tsunami femtosecond mode-locked generator (Spectra Physics). It is capable to produce 120-150 fs pulses at the wavelength of 796 nm at 1 kHz repetition rate. The computer controlled attenuation is realized with the half wave-plate (2) mounted on the motorized rotational stage, and a Glan prism (3). Electronic shutter (1) is installed immediately after the laser system output window. He-Ne laser (not shown in the Figure) is used for alignment. The femtosecond inscription of all structures was performed after careful positioning of the sample surface at the same distance from the objective on both ends of the scanning range with the help of a modified mirror mount. We have used ×36 NA=0.5 long working distance Schwarzschield reflecting objective to focus the laser radiation. This objective has a variable correction ring (to correct a spherical aberration of a sharply focused beam) for the sample thickness -focusing depth -up to 1 mm. The optimal correction was found as a result of multiple thorough experiments for smallest period of the grating. The remote CCD-camera was used for alignment and on-line monitoring of the inscription process. The z-axis stage (not shown on the Figure) for a triple reduction of the errors in positioning (<50 nm) as compared with the motion along the X (bottom axis). The objective has an obscuration about 15%, and a working distance of 8.6 mm. For inscription of the 535 nm period the stage was moved with a speed of 0.535 mm/sec while the laser had a 1kHz repetition rate. Typical pulse energy for grating fabrication was 600 nJ which is approximately five times self-focusing power.
THEORETICAL MODEL

Equations
This section describes a theoretical model used for femtosecond pulse propagation in dielectrics. Electromagnetic wave is described by a set of Maxwell equations
where J is an electron current density.
Description of plasma is based on relaxation dynamics of the electrons driven by the electromagnetic wave. The major source of plasma in strong electromagnetic field is multi-photon and avalanche ionization to be included in the continuity equation.
where τ c is the shortest electron collision time. Envelope approximation can be used to describe quasi-monochromatic paraxial evolution
Finally, Kerr nonlinearity must be taken into account for strong laser field n = √ ε = n 0 + n 2 |E| 2 . Such approach was originally suggested by Feit and Fleck 11 and later developed into fairly complex models, see e.g. Refs.
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For the purposes of this paper, a simplified model is used, essentially similar to that described by Feng et al. 19 :
The terms on the left-hand side of Eq.(1) describe effects of beam diffraction, group velocity dispersion (GVD), and Kerr nonlinearity. The latter is responsible for a catastrophic self-focusing which is limited by the effects described by terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1), namely plasma absorption and multi-photon absorption. In Eq.
(1) the laser beam propagation along the z axis is assumed and this equation is essentially a reduced paraxial approximation of the wave equation for the complex electric field envelope E with a carrier frequency ω in the moving frame of coordinates.
is the GVD parameter, n b (ω)is a linear refractive index of the bulk medium, n 2 is the nonlinear coefficient describing nonlinear self-modulation (Kerr effect) such that n 2 |E| 2 is a nonlinear contribution to the refractive index, σ bs is the cross section for inverse Bremsstrahlung, τ is the electron relaxation time, E g is the ionization energy, and the quantity β (K) controls the K-photon absorption. Equation (2) implements the Drude model for electron-hole plasma in the bulk of silica and describes the evolution of the electron density ρ. The first term on the right-hand side is responsible for the avalanche impact ionization and the second term -for the ionization resulting from MPA. Equation (2) is suitable for description of the sub-picosecond laser pulses when plasma diffusion is negligible. Here, the wave equation describing the evolution of the focused optical beam in the form of NLSE (left-hand terms in Eq.(1)) which is extended to include plasma generation, pulse-plasma interaction, and MPA (terms on the right-hand of Eq.(1). Group velocity dispersion included in Eq.(1) has been shown to lead to pulse splitting and to arrest the collapse.
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Plasma parameters
This section describes a set of typical parameters for plasma generated by the femtosecond pulse. We consider a couple of limiting factors which define the range of plasma concentration and temperature. One important limitation can be defined from the matching condition between the laser frequency f e and plasma frequency
where ρ is an electron concentration. The condition f e = f p defines the critical (breakdown) density of plasma ρ BD = ε 0 m e e −2 ω 2 . This is a resonant condition for conversion of electromagnetic wave into plasma waves. It defines a breakdown electron density ρ BD used below for a given laser frequency.
The plasma temperature can be estimated from the analysis of the electron oscillations in high frequency electromagnetic field. Then average kinetic energy can be expressed as
where e and m e are electron charge and mass respectively, E is an envelope amplitude of the electric field and I is its intensity, omega is a carrier angular frequency of the electromagnetic wave, and λ is its wavelength. The numerical expression in the right hand side gives a value of the kinetic value in eV provided that intensity is given in W/cm 2 and the wavelength is given in microns. Typical values of electron temperatures versus laser intensity are summarized in Table 1 . 
Intensity, W/cm
Physical parameters
In all our simulations the Gaussian initial condition:
where r 0 is the waist of the incident beam, t p defines the conventionally defined pulsewidth t F W HM = √ 2 ln 2t p ≈ 1.177t p , and f is a focal length of the objective lens.
For all our simulations a fixed single values of r 0 = 2.5 mm and t p = 60 fs was used. This fixed pulsewidth corresponds to the critical energy of 116 nJ for a critical power P cr = λ 2 0 /2πn b n 2 ≈ 2.3 MW in fused silica with n b = 1.453 being the linear refraction index and n 2 = 3.2 × 10 −16 cm 2 /W the nonlinear refraction index. Critical power is proven to be a crucial parameter to determine the evolution of the collapsing beam. We assume the laser wavelength λ 0 to be 800 nm and the focusing lens with f corresponding to NA= 0.4.
The other parameters for fused silica, used in simulations are described below. GVD coefficient k = 361 fs 2 /cm, inverse Bremsstrahlung cross section σ bs = 2.78 × 10 −18 cm 2 . Multiphoton absorption coefficient can be expressed as β (K) ωσ K ρ at , whith ρ at = 2.1 × 10 22 atoms/cm 3 being a material concentration and σ K = 1.3 × 10−55 cm 2K /W K /s. We assume five-photon ionization with K = 5 and E g = 7.6 eV in fused silica.
The Equation (2) can be expressed as
where
is defined to be an MPA threshold as the plasma ionization rate becomes very steep when the intensity I exceeds I MP A . ρ BD = 1.7 × 10 21 is a plasma breakdown density. Being important physical thresholds, both I MP A and ρ BD were used in a very useful normalization of physical variables to dimensionless ones for performing simulations. The choice of normalization is irrelevant to discuss as all the parameters and fields throughout this paper are produced with their physical values.
NUMERICAL MODELING
Equations Eqs(1,2) were used for numerical modeling of the plasma formation using adaptive mesh approach described earlier. 26 We use a simplified version of the widely accepted model of the nonlinear propagation of the laser pulse as it was formulated by Feng et al Ref.
. 19 It is essentially a nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) coupled with an equation describing the plasma generation. This basic model includes effects of self-focusing, multiphoton absorption (MPA), and group velocity dispersion (GVD). Pure NLSE is a generic model which ultimately appears in consistent description of envelope amplitude of the nonlinear wave packets. It is widely used to describe fs light propagation 27 and has been extensively studied. One of the most striking features of the NLSE is catastrophic self-focusing or beam collapse which means a formation of a singularity in finite propagation length. 28 Beam collapse happens in the framework stationary NLSE if the pulse power exceeds a certain critical value. Formally, the on-axis intensity achieves an infinitely high value at some critical propagation length. However, in the extended physical models which account for dispersion and nonlinear absorption a formation of singularity is arrested. 25 The nonlinear evolution of the collapsing beam with the presence of the arresting effects is extremely complex. 25, 26 Mathematically it poses a stiff multidimensional evolution problem. Our algorithm to resolve an extremely stiff propagation dynamics is very similar to the one used by Berger and Colella, 29 and it was described in detail by Friedel et al.. 30 Application of this method to the Eqs(1,2) was described in our earlier work 
NUMERICAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION
There are two distinct typical setups related to the focusing geometry. If the goal is to produce the longest possible filament, then the loose focusing and small spot size are required. 2, 9, 31 However in the microfabrication context the opposite goal is usually desirable. The focused spot is often required to be as small as possible and the absorbed energy is needed to be within a narrow window between the thresholds of inscription and damage. This is an extremely difficult challenge because of the huge difference in spatial and temporal scales of the incident laser beam and fine features of light and plasma patterns in the vicinity of the focal point. The adaptive procedure 26 allows for accurate treatment of multiscale evolution which results in stationary (in the framework of the model considered) distribution of plasma. The mechanisms of eventual plasma recombination and subsequent relaxation of the medium are extremely complex. For example, the latter can be described as a sophisticated 3D thermo-elasto-plastic processes.
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Nontrivial complex light and plasma dynamics and formation of interesting light patterns are illustrated by Figure 3 . Snapshots of the beam intensity profile in transverse space and time are presented at different points along the propagation axis in the vicinity of the focal point for supercritical case P in ≈ 5P cr corresponding to the experimentally found inscription regime. Originally, an intensity profile forms a distinct crescent in x − t plane. It is then evolved so that the shoulders of this crescent split from the front of the pulse and form a pair of satellite pulses which rise being fed by a contracting beam.
The purpose of the adopted approach is to find an accurate spatial distribution of plasma needed for such or similar subsequent analysis. Hence the most important result of the intense laser propagation is creation of the cloud of plasma due to ionization. The stationary spatial distribution of electrons can be found as
Typical stationary plasma profiles for different initial pulse energies are shown in Fig. 4 . Density plots of plasma concentrations are shown in one transverse and one propagation coordinates. It shows that subcritical evolution (P in < P cr ) leads to a smooth relatively large plasma cloud without visible fine structure. This regime is probably the most attractive for microfabrication of large scale structures such as waveguides because it features smooth subcritical evolution of the peak intensity. Larger energies lead to development of the pronounced small scale core developed after initial nonlinear pre-focusing. Collapse of the laser beam due to self-focusing is eventually arrested by multiphoton absorption resulting in a very confined plasma cloud. Figure 5 shows back-to-back comparison of the plasma profiles resulting from the subcritical (P in = 0.5P cr ) and super-critical (P in = 5P cr ) focusing regimes. Figure 5 (right plot) shows a closeup of the domain with dense plasma created as a result of the supercritical self-focusing. It is seen that the transverse size of the plasma is about 400 nm. This distribution is assumed to be translate into the distribution of the material temperature since the energy density of the thermalized plasma is proportional to the plasma density. Extrapolation of the results of the numerical modeling of the irreversible thermo-elastic dynamics 32 suggests that the resulting diameter of the domain with modified refractive index will be a half of that for the temperature profile. This suggest the estimate of the pitch size of refractive index corresponding to the regime P in = 5P cr to be about 200 nm which is in excellent agreement with the observed structure. A comparison of the microscopic image of this structure with the numerically found plasma profile is shown in Fig 6 
CONCLUSION
It is shown that femtosecond inscription of the subwavelength photonic structures is feasible for the supercritical self-focusing regimes. Experimentally found regime was numerically modelled by means of adaptive mesh code to reveal a nonlinear propagation regime leading to creation of the confined plasma cloud. Recombination of this
